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DISCLAIMER

The purpose of this White Paper is to present the Streamies project to potential coin holders and investors in
connection with the proposed cryptocurrency .The information set forth below may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to
provide relevant and reasonable information about the project.

Nothing in this White Paper will be considered a prospectus of any kind or solicitation for investment.
This document is composed exclusively with a detailed view of the project, its applications, the technology used,
platforms and presentation of the team among other details considered important for future investors.
This White Paper is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors.

Some statements, estimates and ﬁnancial information contained in this White Paper involve known and unknown
risks and uncertainties that may, as is known, due to the volatility of the ﬁnancial system and cryptocurrencies,cause
actual results to diﬀer materially in such future projections

English is the oﬃcial language of this White paper, a source of information about Streamies and platform.
The information contained herein may, from time to time, be translated into other languages or used in the course
of written or verbal communications with existing and potential customers, partners, etc. In the course of this
translation or communication, some of the information contained here may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented.
The accuracy of those alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conﬂict or
inconsistencies between these translations and communications this oﬃcial Streamies English White
Paper document will prevail.
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GLOSSARY

FIAT
State-issued money which is neither convertible by law to any other thing, nor ﬁxed
in value in terms of any objective standard
BLOCKCHAIN
The main purpose of the blockchain is to allow fast, secure and transparent peer-to-peer transactions
. It is a trusted, decentralized network that allows for the transfer of digital values such as currency
and data.

STREAMER
a person who broadcasts himself online through a live stream or pre-recorded video
MASTERNODE
Masternode is simply a cryptocurrency full node or computer wallet that keeps the full copy of the
blockchain in real-time, just like your have Bitcoin full nodes and is always up & running.

CAGR
Compound Annual Growth Rate
AI
Artiﬁcial intelligence
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INTRODUCTION

The cryptocurrency market today comprises a multi-billion-dollar industry. That being said, it is yet to
befully accepted by the masses as an investment tool, compared to standard ﬁat currencies like the
dollar ($) or the euro (€). While holding a market share of approximately 1.2% in current exchange
currencies, that ﬁgure is expected to see rapid growth in the upcoming years............................................
We,Streamies, believe in the potential of cryptocurrency, and that through its application, users may
ﬁnd an easy and eﬃcient way of receiving ﬁnance for their projects. This willbe achieved by utilizing
what is known as an ICO or a masternode pre-sale.....................................................................................
Our vision at Streamies isto allow streamers and viewers to fund and advertise their activities as simply
and securely as possible by utilizing digital currencies for project development and service development.
Right now,we are designing and constantly upgrading a fresh new platform for our users where they
can enjoy in an uncensored and decentralized environment, while at same time inform the community
and make sure everything happens in a secure and user-friendly platform, the Streamies platform.
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ABOUT US AND OUR VISION

We, at Streamies, aim to restructure the existing arrangement in the business model with no middleman that
exist and help the streamer and viewer to get the best out of our integrated platform.
We want to provide the beneﬁt that streamers and viewers receive from Streamies, but without making them
go through all the trouble and hassle.
How will the use of Blockchain technology be beneﬁcial?
To achieve our vision, we will be using the blockchain technology, which is one of the most appreciated technologies
in recent times.

The blockchain is a distributed ledger system that can eﬃciently record a transaction between two parties.
We can use this technology to fulﬁll our vision of establishing a direct contract between the streamer and the
viewer.
While blockchain will ensure a secure transaction between the parties, we will ensure the credibility of the
Streamies platform and ensure that our users will not be censored. We will give our users a private and
uncensored environment.
Since the contract will be entered on blockchain and the consideration will be a cryptocurrency, and since there
is a proof of a valid transaction entered between the two parties.
With time, we will be able to expand to a broader audience, and we can ensure a better deal for both parties.
As we believe in the power of opensource projects, we want to help this economy to operate on its own without
any intervention of third parties.
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STREAMIES PLATFORM

The Streamies platform is a blockchain based masternode platform that aims to help streamers and
viewers. It supports both desktop and mobile devices, thereby providing users with the chance to
make stable proﬁt and enjoy more crypto-currency's beneﬁts conveniently..........................................
This section explains the importance of Streamies platform along with the usefulness and
inventiveness of its oﬃcial coin................................................................................................
In the case of existing masternode coins such as DASH, MEME and others, not only maintaining a
certain amount of coins on the wallet or VPS servers that can operate 24 hours stable is also
very crucial
However, can be diﬃcult to some people as they are not familiar with some software(VPS deployments,
wallet updates,etc,).
One purpose of our platform is to deal with such inconveniences and let non-professional investors who wish
to form a masternode take part of the Streamies platform without having to consider any of the annoying
complications such as hardware or software manipulation.

UNIQUENESS OF STREAMING
Streamies is a convenient interface for managing current and future streams and contents, as well as convenient
management of obtained digital assets with visualization of trends through interactive innovations that are integrated.
In 2017, the real cryptocurrency boom began: by now the aggregate amount of funds raised in this market has
already exceeded $ 8 billion. Nevertheless, there is still a shortage of solutions that would allow users to easily
each other. The technological diﬃculties associated with the cryptocurrency launch are often far beyond the
understanding of both the campaign participants and the projects that drives it.
In addition to simplicity and accessibility, Streamies oﬀers signiﬁcant advantages such as safe payments from
streamers and viewers.............................................................................................................................................
Together with this, Streamies creates a secure built-in decentralized platform where streamers can place their
streams and content....................................................................................................
Data will be stored on the blockchain; this way, every time a masternode has been bought on it, it directly solves
the data management issues and any possible data corruption that could occur....................................................
The platform accepts all contents and will not censor any of the data posted. When uploading the data, authors
can be kept private. Streamers manage the collected funds, viewers, and their content entirely.
Everything works wholly decentralized using the P2P model...........................................................................
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TRUST-LESS SHOPPING

In addition to supporting the emission and movement of cryptocurrencies, Streamies also acts as an escrow
like a ﬁgure of digital-assets of any type that people have added to the Streamies platform.
Everyone will have to ﬁnd some exchange/escrow service to exchange and buy/sell them.
Users must have a Streamies wallet to utilize the services provided by Streamies, and inevitably, acquire them.
Streamies is created to support uncensored content exchange. Any content streamed on Streamies can be
viewed on Streamies using the integrated platform will ensure that every stream and piece of data is kept
uncensored and that you, as a user, won’t be left with a disappointment afterward.

STREAMIES CURRENCY
Streamies cryptocurrency`s designed to be as a payment method on the Streamies platform. Users will be
to make a direct payment for services, tip other streamers, and of course, receive payments.
Another positive inﬂuence on the coin is the low block reward. With this low block rewards the price high and
will positively inﬂuence the masternode owners and Streamies coin holders......................................................

SIMPLY THE BEST
Streamies platform was designed in such a way that it can cover a wide range of purposes.
All the purposes listed here above are a way to bring more crypto knowledge and user cases into the World.
We have chosen for a wide combination of services, and we were able to do this thanks to our team and community.
To be able to explain all the services provided by Streamies, we have made a list of them, this white paper here
will explain to you step by step how our platform works and what kind of services we have combined.
Therefore, when you visit the Streamies platform, you’ll know that it is simply the best one out there...........................

ACCESSING THE PLATFORM
Streamies is a unique platform. There isn’t anything like it. Where most platforms use a website to gather their
community, Streamies has decided to let its users access the platform within the wallet itself, this way we take
the possibility away from third parties that would like to inﬂuence our platform, third parties such as government
agencies that could take it down or censor our platform and its users. We believe that not only it will stop the
censoring, but make it more user-friendly as well, users that want to pay for a service will be eligible to do it from
the same window and let them experience the Streamies content within no time...................................................
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STREAMIES FEATURES AND OPTIONS

STREAMERS
Streamers are entitled to multiple features and options, which will enable them to real stream time, videos, games,
and many more. Due to the unique options, they will have the possibility to establish their price, chat with their
viewers, create their own emotes, and, if necessary, ban unwanted behaviour of their viewers.
We believe necessary that a streamer can moderate its targeting group and, by doing so, improve the experience
for their audience. Each streamer can setup his title and their price, this will also positively inﬂuence their work,
since they can ask the price they think their work worth and so bring even better service to the viewers.
Still, never the less let them have control and avoiding centralization that is occurring on other platforms.

VIEWERS
Viewers will not be left behind, and they, too, are entitled to multiple features and options such as chatting with
their favourite streamer and having an optimized search engine. They can sort the content by price, title, and
category. Next to this, they can tip and donate to their streamer of choice. Having these options available will
let them fully experience the content provided on the platform in an uncensored and private way of doing.

WHY STREAMIES
Streamies is an entirely anonymous project that lets its users have a rule of free experience. Due to the nature
of its built, it is completely decentralized, anonymous, and temper free. For the ﬁrst time, there will be a place
that cannot be regulated, that has no ‘’owner’’ or an approval system, users are the ones deciding what and
when they want to post...................................................................................................................................
Censorship is becoming history, and Streamies is becoming the future................................................................
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COIN DETAILS
COIN SPECIFICATION
COIN NAME: STREAMIES
TICKER: STRMS
CATEGORY: PoW / POS & MASTERNODES
ALGORITHM: SKUNKHASH
MAXIMUM SUPPLY: UNLIMITED
PRE-MINE: 50.000
MASTERNODE COLLATERAL: 1.000
BLOCK TIME: 60 SECONDS
BLOCK REWARD: 65 % FOR MASTERNODES; 35 % FOR MINERS

WALLETS

EXCHANGES

PARTNERS
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MASTERNODES
The most distinctive masternode feature is that anyone investing in it can acquire stable and almost guaranteed
proﬁt just by locking up his/her money in the masternode for a ﬁxed amount of time. However, despite its attractive
characteristic, hosting a masternode is entirely out of reach for most individual investors since most masternodes
require substantial capital and intricate software engineering to set up......................................................................
These individuals come together to form a whole masternode, and like that, we will be able to encourage more
people to participate in masternode investments as well provide them a much safer investment channel rather than
investing in the exchange market without adequate acknowledgment.

Masternodes are “servers” in the crypto currencies network that relay transaction and also process other speciﬁc
functions. The most distinctive characteristic of a masternode is that the users can deposit their money in a
“masternode product” and earn a portion of the block rewards in the form of the cryptocurrency they invested.
The yield varies primarily according to the masternode count, and each coin might have diﬀerent payout periods.
A masternode allows you to generate “passive income” from cryptocurrencies without having to run expensive
mining equipment or having to invest in exchanges actively. To create a masternode, a user only needs to lock
in a speciﬁc amount of coin. Users can then either set up a server to host the masternode or ask a service provider
to do so on their behalf. To make it easier for you, we at Streamies have made several set-up guides here below,
and this will help you get your masternode up and running.

MASTERNODE GUIDE
PDF Link: https://discord.gg/nwaNpUv
VIDEO Link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk5u_AkFia2j6zZyilFGkTw
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COIN BURN

Every transaction made will have a fee; these fees will be collected on a wallet that will be burned.
Streamies have an unlimited supply; therefore, masternode owners and stakers will not require the fee to be
paid for their services once the total amount of coins has been reached. Next to this, another positive thing
will happen, and that is the currency emission will be kept stable, in the long run, this will inﬂuence the price
and the rarity of Streamies cryptocurrency.

All rights reserved Streamies 2020 https://streamies.io
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MARKET RESEARCH

The global video streaming market size was pegged at USD 38.56 billion in 2018 and is expected to register
a CAGR of 18.3% from 2019 to 2026. Innovations such as block chain technology and artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI) to improve video quality are expected to boost market growth. Moreover,rapid adoption of mobile phones
owing to the growing popularity of social media platforms and other digital mediums for branding and marketing
is anticipated to drive the market............................................................................................................................
Growingadoption of cloud-based solutions, particularly in North America and Europe, to increase
the reach of video content is positively inﬂuencing the market. Ongoing innovations and
technological advancements are expected to meet growing user expectations for exceptional video
quality, performance, and security.

Streamies are bound to act on the rising demand for streaming solutions and services; therefore, we have
established a unique environment for their users. In this environment, censorship isn’t possible, and streamers
and viewers get the solutions they have been craving to perfection their possibilities and exploit their freedom.
As seen on the chart here above, the demand foresees a tremendous rise............................................................
In combination with the low block reward, we are conﬁdent that Streamies will maintain its value over time
and be a reliable solution to the market and its users...............................................................................................

SOURCE: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/video-streaming-market
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GOAL AND PURPOSE
STREAMIES GOAL
Crypto-currencies are still in the childhood phase, and blockchain technology provides a world of possibilities
for practical applications that extend far beyond the ﬁnancial sector. Streamies embraces this technology to
open a decentralized streaming platform..................................................................................................................
Harnessing existing technologies and concepts and by building the ﬁrst integrated streaming platform that gives
users the ability to post their content in an uncensored environment.........................................................................
For a rough comparison that may serve useful, total world cryptocurrency market cap is at around US$500
billion and climbing....................................................................................................................................................
Leaders in the cryptocurrency ﬁeld, such as William Mougayar, talking about “vanity metrics” – the breaking of
records at each “Next Big” cryptocurrency launch, only seems relevant to those in the cryptocurrency industry.
In this blockchain world, a big launch still confusing with as-yet-unproven success in the ﬁeld. According to
those who embrace cryptocurrency culture, more than nine out of ten blockchain-based start-ups are likely to
go to the wall. Expectations of success from the experts are less optimistic than even for regular start-ups.
We believe that, to a small extent, this is due to the dis-balance between the complexity of the technical aspects
of projects and actual business use of the services that users are not able to validate within a reasonable amount
of time after the launch of the cryptocurrency......................................................................................
Waiting for 2 years for a technology to be developed and then to begin thinking about how other businesses can
adopt that technology seems to be a challenging concept. Therefore, our goal is to launch a streaming platform
in combination with a user-friendly interface which will be fully integrated to the Streamies project as immediate
proof of concept.......................................................................................................................................................

OUR INNOVATION
We, at Streamies, plan to integrate a streaming platform and a safe stop for uncensored streaming and viewing,
by eliminating the need for intermediaries and their credit processing partners, through the utilization of more
advanced and aﬀordable blockchain technology. Integrating that technology with an immediately accessible
platform that will directly compete with the established market leaders. This can be achieved by creating a bridge
between two already existing technologies and combine them to improve and innovate an already established
business model, which is in higher demand than ever. This way, we will be left with a state-of-the-art streaming
platform, which will arouse the community members................................................................................................
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PURPOSE IMPLEMENTATION

Our goal is to create a cryptocurrency which will be widely implemented as their key payment solution...........
By putting diﬀerent aspects of the Streamies cryptocurrency and platform together, we will be left with a ﬁnished
product that provides fast, secure and private transactions throughout the process, while being widely implemented
on our platform from the beginning......................................................................................................................
This way, we have a direct use case, and our users can directly enjoy the beneﬁts. Another important goal is to
explore the decentralization aspect truly.Not only in the way our cryptocurrency is built, but even in the services
provided by us. Therefore, we have chosen to implement several features such as an innovative data-protection
service and several user functionalities, this will ensure our users that they are dealing with a state-of-the-art
streaming platform, that not only wants the best for its users, it is the best, it is Streamies.........................................

All rights reserved Streamies 2020 https://streamies.io
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ROADMAP

FIRST QUARTER 2020
STREAMIES LAUNCH
LIMITED PRE-SALE
COIN BURN
EXCHANGE LISTING

SECOND QUARTER 2020
MOBILE WALLETS RELEASE
WHITE PAPER RELEASE

THIRD QUARTER 2020
ADVERTISEMENT FOR STREAMERS
STREAMING FEATURE INTEGRATION
MOBILE STREAMING INTEGRATION

FOURTH QUARTER 2020
TO BE ANNOUNCED

UTILITY ROADMAP

YET TO BE WRITTEN….
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FINANCIAL CLARIFICATION

To be able to grow as a business, you will always need ﬁnancial clariﬁcation, here is ours.We have calculated
the cost of building and maintaining the platform,next to this, we have estimated what is needed the systems
updated as well as other aspects of it such as marketing of Streamies.

COIN DISTRIBUTION
Streamies is the core of all transactions on the platform. The ﬁrst issue and distribution of Streamies coins will
be during the launch, which is, in fact, a launch of Streamies opportunities and services, both that exist at the
moment and any future additions. 50.000 Streamies coins will be pre-mined, which will be placed for pre-sale,
bounties, marketing, and strategic partners.

BUDGET ALLOCATION

Developing
& Maintenance
Licences
and Listing
Marketing

Team building
Legal
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DEVELOPMENT & MAINTENANCE

Streamies team will spend most of the fund raised in developing the system and reinforcing members such as
the Development Team, Production, Operation and Maintenance Team,Android/ios team, Streamies team,
Test/Management/Maintenance Team, Big Data Statistics Teamand the Design Team.....................................
Through this, we will ensure our platforms’: - Security – Scaleable design with easy maintenance - Highly reliable
professional operation and maintenance team

FUNDRAISING GOALS
At the time of this writing this White Paper Streamies generated 50.000 coins as pre-mine....................................................
Of those coins 0.02% were sold either public or private.................................................................................................................
The remaining 99.98 % were and will be used to pay for costs and compensate team members, backers, and advisors.
These values have been carefully selected to enable us to reach our development milestones and jumpstart the Streamies
project. Streamies will follow strict procedures during all stages of fundraising, with funds used to, among other things:

GENERAL SALE
General sale happened with a total with 0.02%

OTHER FUNDS ALLOCATIONS
Total Burned : 60% http://172.86.75.176/address/SStreamiesPremineBurnAddressXhrDdb
Devs : 8% - 1 MN per Developer team member ( 4 members x1000 coins each )
Remaining : 31.98 % as per description above on Development and Maintenance

EMISSION
Streamies emission will start at premined amount of 50 000 coins of the initial supply during the ﬁrst year.
The newly created coins will be used for block rewards, as shown in the coin speciﬁcation.
Each year the block reward will deteriorate. This will help keep the emission low while maintaining a high value.
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MARKETING
AUDIENCE TARGETING
Targeted audience is the most important aspect of marketing, we have chosen to not have the biggest community,
but to have a very active one. A community that truly stands behind us and understands the importance of our
platform.................................................................................................................
Sometimes less is more.................................................................................................................................................
The beauty of this is that our community will help us get the word out and will directly use our services to the fullest.
Targeting is done by choosing the groups that are most likely to use the product, we have achieved these true
diﬀerent channels and our team will continue to do this.

MARKETING STRATEGY
Doing good is not only our moral imperative, but it is also, we believe, the best possible Marketing and PR
strategy in our modern world..................................................................................................................................................
Even though Digital Media companies including Google, Facebook, Twitter andLinkedIn have all recently
forbidden marketing cryptocurrency projects we have always believed that being socially responsible was one
of the best ways of promoting Streamies and raising more trust to others concerning cryptocurrencies. People in
general and Millennials, in particular, are increasingly suspicious of information they receive due to the amount
of censorship. People are no longer swayed by censorship on existing platforms. In particular, digital natives are
likely to question a streamer's authenticity and true motives behind any censored material or catchy slogans.
Rather than spending money on independently advertising and promoting Streamies, we feel that if we spent the
same money on making our services simply the best, and we can create a virtuous cycle that beneﬁts everyone involved.
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SWOT ANALYSES

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

Technology
Secure
Vision
Great team
Marketing

Start-up in the tech market
Low capital budget
Need of stronger community

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Cryptocurrency Markets
Crypto optimization
New partnership establishment
Wider business model establishment

Market acceptance
Tech failures
Institutional adoption failures

MEET THE TEAM

VIPER & JOE
PROJECT OWNERS

RICK & STRAUSER
PROJECT DEVELOPERS
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CUSTOMER SEGMENT

Despite the modern approach, users of the project are still people and businesses that are known to cryptocurrencies.
Special favorable accounts and alternatives for leveraging their possibilities will be on oﬀer for each segment of users.
Streamies services will be available to all, but these services will be particularly useful for:
● Streamers
● Journalists
● Users who simply want to use our cryptocurrency for day-to-day needs.
● Business and private individuals who want to enjoy a private and uncensored environment.

MARKETING NEEDS
Streamies will need several marketing campaigns; they will be held on several cryptocurrencies platforms, this
way, we will reach our customers and future community members faster...............................................................
Another way we will achieve a more signiﬁcant community is trough several bounty programs that will stimulate
the community growth and the awareness of Streamies cryptocurrency and its platform. Please visit our oﬃcial
channels, where you can see all the ongoing marketing campaigns, bounty programs, and a lot more.

COMMUNITY SUCCESS TO DATE
The initial launch in 01-12-2020 11 p.m. CET garnered signiﬁcant attention.
The Streamies community is active and growing. As of the writing of this white paper, the community comprises
thousands of users:
● Facebook:
● Telegram:
● Community:
● Telegram:
● GitHub:
● Twitter:
● Facebook:

BOUNTY AND AIRDROP
Streamies have done airdrops and bounties programs before the launch of the platform focusing on various
marketing activities by the community members to increase the partnerships worldwide.
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SOCIAL LINKS

Website: https://streamies.io/
Explorer: http://explorer.streamies.io/
Bitcointalk Ann: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5216534
Github: https://github.com/Streamies/Streamies/releases/tag/v2.3
Bootstrap: https://github.com/Streamies/Streamies/releases/download/v2.0.0/bootstrap_block_12500.zip
FinexBox: https://www.ﬁnexbox.com/market/pair/STRMS-BTC.html
Crex24: https://crex24.com/exchange/STRMS-BTC
BTCsquare:https://www.btcsquare.net/exchange/STRMS/BTC
Blockfolio: https://blockfolio.com/coin/STRMS
Delta: https://delta.app/en/crypto/strms/streamies
Coincodex: https://coincodex.com/crypto/streamies/
Masternodes.online: https://masternodes.online/currencies/STRMS
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/streamies
CoinStats: https://coinstats.app/en/coins/streamies
Twitter: https://twitter.com/streamies
Discord: https://discord.gg/nwaNpUv
Telegram: https://t.me/joinchat/PFRV1hYZHH8TGRnlC1ZcRQ
Medium: https://medium.com/@streamies.oﬃcial
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk5u_AkFia2j6zZyilFGkTw
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CONCLUSION

Streamies is going to be the next big thing, a place where the revolution will start with his members as the
backbone of the platform. A place where innovations and teamwork come together to create the next big thing
and to improve yourself not only as a person but as a streamer, viewer and as a crypto enthusiast.
Join in and enjoy it!
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